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ABSTRACT

Hydrokinetic turbines (HTs) are being proposed for placement in riverine landscapes around the globe. Here, we implanted 40 adult lake sturgeon and 40 adult walleye with acoustic telemetry transmitters to monitor their lateral and vertical space use at the Canadian Hydrokinetic Turbine Testing Centre (CHTTC) located in the Seven Sisters Generating station (GS) tailrace on the Winnipeg River, Manitoba. Specifically, we tested whether fish behaviour was influenced by the operation of HTs relative to control periods, and estimate the threat of HTs towards lake sturgeon and walleye across seasons. The behaviour and habitat use of both species was not influenced by HT operations. Greater numbers of walleye were present when the discharge rate was $\geq 950 \text{ m}^3 \text{s}^{-1}$, which is $\geq 77 \text{ m}^3 \text{s}^{-1}$ greater than the average discharge rate (873 m$^3$s$^{-1}$) measured during the study period. Given the patterns of seasonal residency, movement, and depth use, lake sturgeon appeared more prone to interacting with HTs during spring and early summer months (i.e. May and June), whereas risk to walleye would be highest throughout the summer and autumn months. In the vicinity of the acoustic receivers, available habitat (areas with large boulders, and transitions between swift flow in the channel and slacker water near the shoreline) was used significantly more often by walleye than lake sturgeon. Lake sturgeon utilized similar depths where HTs would be installed (i.e. $\geq 6.5 \text{ m}$), while walleye commonly occupied shallower depths at the HT testing centre making the former more susceptible to interactions with substrate-HT's. Collectively, these are some of the first field-based results on fish behaviour and ecology while a riverine-HT is in operation. The findings present useful information to help guide best practices for commercial scale HT operations within river systems where lake sturgeon and walleye reside.

Introduction

Hydrokinetic turbines (HTs) generate electricity from the kinetic energy of swift flows in marine and freshwater environments. HTs are increasingly being utilized to generate hydropower in the tailraces of existing hydropower facilities (Cada and Bevelhimer 2011; Liu and Packey 2014; Yuce and Muratoglu 2015). As with all hydropower developments in North America, ecological risk assessments are necessary for understanding potential impacts and to inform siting, mitigation, or compensation activities (Hart et al. 2002; Smokorowski and Pratt 2007). In most jurisdictions, HT proposals are reviewed by government agencies to investigate potential environmental impacts to fish and fish habitat arising from the installation and operation of HTs. To comply with regulations, HT developments are designed to minimize the risk of physical (i.e. entrainment, blade strike, and overpressure injuries), physiological, and behavioural impacts on fish populations (Cada and Bevelhimer 2011). Nevertheless, certain fishes may be indirectly attracted to HTs, since structures are placed in areas where swift flow may be, for example, ideal for spawning (e.g. 0.5–1.5 \text{ m}^3 \text{s}^{-1} for lake sturgeon Acipenser fulvescens [Auer 1996; McKinley et al. 1998]) and therefore overlapping with important habitat (Schilt 2007; Cada et al. 2007; Loures and Pompen 2015). To date, few evaluations have assessed species-specific movement and space-use of wild fishes, which could assist managers and the energy industry to adapt HT designs and operations to minimize ecological risk (Linkov et al. 2006).

Lake sturgeon and walleye (Sander vitreus) are two species found in large rivers across north-central and northeastern North America (Scott and Crossman 1973; Craig 2000). These species are known to be positively rheotactic and migrate upstream to the base of hydroelectric facilities to spawn and/or to forage on entrained prey. Lake sturgeon populations are at risk of human-induced impacts, particularly due to poaching, fishing, and hydropower development (Peterson...
et al. 2007; Auer and Dempsey 2013). Through the 1800–1900s, overharvesting and habitat alteration severely reduced population sizes across much of their geographic range (Houston 1987; Auer 1996; Peterson et al. 2007). In Canada, the lake sturgeon is considered endangered by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) and recommended for federal protection (COSEWIC 2006). Walleye, by contrast, is a highly targeted commercial and recreational species in North America (Craig 2000; Fetherman et al. 2015). Although stocking and fishing restrictions are assisting their recovery and conservation (Zorn 2015), many walleye populations in the Arctic, Hudson Bay, and Atlantic drainage basins have been reduced in size due to overfishing and habitat degradation (Post et al. 2002). Populations of lake sturgeon and walleye are likely to face further environmental impacts associated with hydropower development, climate change, increased water consumption, and habitat degradation (Auer 1996; Post et al. 2002; Wilson and McKinley 2004). Both lake sturgeon and walleye populations reside in close proximity to the Canadian Hydrokinetic Turbine Testing Centre (CHTTC) in the Winnipeg River, Manitoba, where HTs are undergoing pre-commercial testing. These populations may be susceptible to blade strike, noise, electromagnetic field (EM field), and chemical contamination that may affect survival, behaviour, and movements (Cada et al. 2006; USDOE 2009; VanZweiten et al. 2014).

HT operations can place aquatic animals and their associated habitat at risk of harm (VanZweiten et al. 2014). The probability of entrainment and blade strike could increase with higher occurrences of upstream and downstream movements past the area where the HTs have been installed and tested. Additionally, blade interactions may be more frequent if fish are utilizing similar depths where HTs are operating. Acoustic telemetry was used to retrieve biologically derived data as it is an established method for evaluating the behaviour and movement ecology of wild fishes (Cooke et al. 2004; Hussey et al. 2015). The goal of this research was to evaluate the spatial ecology of lake sturgeon and walleye in relation to short intermittent HT operational tests in the tailrace of the Seven Sisters Generating Station (SSGS) powerhouse in Manitoba, Canada. Specifically, our objectives were to: (1) determine whether lake sturgeon and walleye habitat use is influenced by intermittent HT testing, and (2) characterize seasonal residency, movement, and depth use of these fishes in the testing area to gauge the threat of HTs on these fish populations. The study was designed to determine whether, and to what extent, risks may be expected for these fishes in Boreal Shield rivers where HTs are planned or currently operational. This serves more as a conservative screening evaluation for ecological impacts of riverine-HT operations, which will aid environmental managers in developing management strategies for these devices.

Methods

Study location

This study was conducted at the CHTTC that is situated between 0.4 and 1.2 km downstream of the SSGS powerhouse (50° 07’ 14” N; 96° 01’ 02” W), on the Winnipeg River, Manitoba. The SSGS tailrace extends 1.2 km in length with an average width of ~50 m (Figure 1). Flow velocity at the CHTTC measured ≥ 2 m s⁻¹ (data obtained from University of Manitoba) at the thalweg during the study period (9 June 2014–6 July 2015) with an average rate of 873 (range: 394–1122) m³ s⁻¹ from the SSGS powerhouse throughout the acoustic monitoring period (data received from Manitoba Hydro). The SSGS is a run-of-river facility where discharge is continuous through the year and fluctuates with available upstream flow. Discharge fluctuated through the study period, with peak discharge occurring through August and September (x = 1046 m³ s⁻¹), and lowest rates occurring in November 2014 (x = 667 m³ s⁻¹) and May 2015 (x = 522 m³ s⁻¹). The thalweg depth within the SSGS tailrace ranged between 9 and 15 m when accounting for bathymetry and discharge fluctuations from the SSGS powerhouse.

Fish capture and transmitters

Fish capture and surgical implantation procedures were conducted during the period of 20 May–2 June 2014. Multi-panel multifilament gill nets with large mesh size (200–300 mm) and boat electrofishing were used to capture lake sturgeon. Gill net panels were placed in deep pools situated downstream of the Seven Sisters GS tailrace where lake sturgeon and walleye are known to reside (Hrenchuk 2009). The gill nets were set at dusk (~1700–2100 CDT) and pulled at dawn (~12 hr soak time). Walleye were also captured with a combination of fine- (10–20 mm) and large- (200–300 mm) meshed multi-panelled gillnets, as well as with boat electrofishing during the crepuscular and nocturnal periods. Immediate mortality was not observed for lake sturgeon or walleye. On capture, the lake sturgeon and walleye were placed in holding tanks filled with ambient river water prior to surgical procedures.

Tags included dedicated presence/absence transmitters (n = 40; V13-L1; lifespan: 818 days; nominal delay = 90 s, Vemco, Halifax, NS) and those with sensors (n = 40; V13AP-L1; lifespan: 649 days; nominal delay = 90 s, Vemco, Halifax, NS) that alternate between transmitting a depth reading (maximum depth: 50 m; Accuracy: ± 2 m; Resolution: 0.5 m) and an acceleration profile (i.e. tri-axial accelerometers; maximum range of 3.43 ms⁻²). The transmitters were
divided equally between lake sturgeon \((n = 40)\) and walleye \((n = 40)\) for both transmitter models (i.e. 20 V13-1L and 20 V13AP-1L per species). All transmitters propagate a unique coded ID at 69 kHz.

**Tagging procedures**

Individuals were held in a fine-mesh cradle that was submerged in a holding tank filled with ambient river water that was refreshed between net pulls, and were ventrally-orient to immobilize and access the incision location. The head and gills remained submerged to maintain normal respiration during the tagging procedure. All surgical tools, nitrile gloves, and tags were disinfected using a 10% povidone-iodine solution (Betadine®, USA). A small incision (~2 cm) was made with a scalpel on the midline positioned slightly posterior to the pectoral girdle. Either a V13 or V13AP acoustic transmitter was inserted posteriorly into the coelomic cavity, followed by three interrupted sutures (3-0 polydioxanone-II violet monofilament; Ethicon USA) to close the wound. No anaesthetic was used on lake sturgeon to allow fish to recover quickly due to their slow metabolism and to minimize physiological stress. All surgeries took less than 5 minutes to complete. The total length (TL, measured to the nearest mm) and weight (kg, to the nearest g) was recorded during the tagging procedure. Each lake sturgeon was returned to a holding tank and released 10–15 minutes post-surgery below the netting site (~0.5 km).

Similarly, individual walleye \((n = 40)\) were intracoelomically implanted with either a V13 or V13AP acoustic transmitter. Certain aspects of the surgical procedure (i.e. tool disinfection, gloves worn, and incision closure procedure) were identical to the methods used on lake sturgeon. Stage-4 electroanesthesia (Summerfelt and Smith 1990) was administered to walleye using a Portable Electroseparation Unit (PES; Smith-Root, USA; Vandergroot et al. 2011) prior to surgical implantation to immobilize fish during surgery. The PES was set to 100 Hz, 25% duty cycle, and 40 volts, with the electrode spaced 50 cm apart. Pulsed direct current is an appropriate anaesthetic for adult walleye because it provides a surgery window of 250-350 s, and fish recover quickly with minimal impact to vertebral integrity (Vandergroot et al. 2011). Upon stage-4 anaesthesia, walleye were placed supine in a padded v-shaped trough. Ambient river water was continuously pumped over the gills using a recirculating flow-through pump system during the surgical period of less than five minutes. A small incision was made slightly posterior to the pectoral girdle on the ventral mid-line, and a transmitter was inserted posteriorly into the coelomic cavity, followed by three interrupted sutures to close the wound. The TL (measured to the nearest mm) and weight (kg, to the nearest g) was recorded for each individual during the tagging
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**Figure 1.** An overview of the receiver array located at the HT testing centre (CHTTC) located in the tailrace of the Seven Sisters GS on the Winnipeg River, MB. The map illustrates (1) the 8 VR2Ws that were used to passively-monitor lake sturgeon and walleye, (2) the location of the substrate-anchored HT, and (3) the locations where fish were captured with gill nets.
procedure. Each fish was given 5-10 minutes to recover from surgery by being placed in a holding tank that was filled with ambient river water, then subsequently released downstream of the SGS.

None of the tagged lake sturgeon or walleye died during surgical procedures. All tagged fish were below the 2% tag to fish weight ratio as a means to minimize the chance of altering their natural movement behaviour due to transmitter presence (Gallop and Magnuson 1972; Ross and McCormick 1981; Rogers and White 2007). Fish handling and surgical procedures were approved and followed the Canadian Council on Animal Care protocol (AUP #101065). This research project was approved by Manitoba Water Stewardship, Fisheries Branch under Scientific Collection Permit No 14-14.

### Acoustic receivers

Passive monitoring of free-ranging lake sturgeon and walleye individuals was completed with an array of 8 acoustic monitoring receivers (VR2W; Vemco, NS, Canada) that were positioned at the CHTTC (50° 07' 25.7'N; 96° 01' 31.1'W; Figure 1). Five of the eight receivers included collocated sentinel tags (V16; 500-700s delay) that were used to assess detection efficiency (DE) across turbine operational periods to assess array performance during the monitoring period (Melnychuk 2012; Kessell et al. 2013). Each receiver was anchored with 36 kg granite blocks and tethered to shore with 6.35 mm galvanized steel cable. The receivers were affixed to 9.53 mm multi-strand braided line that was positioned between the granite block and a sub-surface buoy that was placed ~1-2 m above the substrate in 3-6 m of water. Stationary range testing (Webber 2009; Kessel et al. 2013) was completed in the tailrace to determine the maximum detection radius of the VR2Ws situated within the tailrace prior to mooring the VR2W receiver array. The detection range was found to be between 50-75 m due to ambient noise and turbulent environment. On finding the optimal detection range of the VR2Ws, the receivers were spaced throughout the CHTTC at various distances away from the substrate-mounted HT to maximize the detection coverage within the testing area. For each receiver, a river distance in kilometres (rkm) was measured using the path tool in Google Earth (distance range: 30–310 m). The measurements were determined by the sum of linear distances taken mid-channel from the substrate-mounted HT to each receiver located at the CHTTC. The listening stations recorded transmitted data from the tags, which provided presence-absence, depth information (i.e. hydrostatic pressure sensors), and locomotory activity (i.e. tri-axial accelerometer sensors). Data were downloaded from all receivers 10 August 2014, 10 April 2015 and 6 July 2015. After each data download, receivers were immediately anchored within 2 m of the initial anchoring site.

### Database management

Surgical procedures may potentially influence behaviour of tagged fish (Rogers and White 2007; Cooke et al. 2011). To minimize the probability of including biased biological information, the first week of all acoustic telemetry data was omitted from the database. As such, the monitoring period was 9 June 2014 through to 6 July 2015, inclusive. Additionally, false-positive transmissions can occur when multiple transmissions collide as they are simultaneously detected by a receiver that results in an erroneous tag ID being recorded (Skalski et al. 2002; Pincock 2011). These were identified and removed in the Vemco User Environment (VUE, version 2.0.6) as single detections from unidentifiable coded transmitters. The database was further assessed by comparing the order of detections recorded by the receiver array for each tagged fish. If a fish was detected at an unrealistic speed between two consecutive detections (i.e. movement velocity of >5 m s⁻¹), they were further investigated and removed if deemed erroneous (Skalski et al. 2002; Pincock 2011). Occasionally, the sensor tags can transmit false detections that result in negative values. As such, sensor transmissions that were less than zero were filtered from the database prior to performing analyses.

Duplicate detections were filtered from the database by removing consecutive detections from each individual fish that was detected less than the minimal tag delay (<50 s). If a fish suddenly stopped moving (i.e. no change horizontally, vertically, or swimming speed), data were further inspected and removed if considered to be erroneous (i.e. fish had expelled the tag, dead fish). Data filtration was completed using the R Statistical Environment (R Core Development Team, 2014), MS Access (2010), and VUE software. The internal clocks of the VR2Ws drift over time, therefore time of arrival for detections were corrected using the VUE software prior to implementing the data filter queries.

The detections were summarized according to meteorological season (i.e. based on month [1. spring (March–May), 2. summer (June–August), 3. autumn (September–November), and 4. winter (December–February)], species, and turbine status (two states: 1. ON, 2. OFF). Daily discharge data (m³ s⁻¹) were provided by Manitoba Hydro and daily water temperature data were available on request from the township of Powerview-Pine Falls, MB (Figure 2). Daily solar information was acquired online (www.ptaff.ca) for the study area and was used to determine day (≥ local sunrise and < local sunset) and night (≥ sunset and < sunrise) diel periods.
The HT was installed in September 2013 and has been intermittently tested by Clean Current Power Systems Inc. (Vancouver, BC, Canada) at the CHTTC (Figure 3). The device was substrate-anchored within the SSGS tailrace (~800 m from the powerhouse) at a depth of 11 m and positioned 4.5 m above the substrate (i.e. a nominal depth of 6.5 m). The HT is shrouded with a horizontal axial-flow orientation that was designed for substrate operation.

Data analyses

DE was assessed by calculating the proportion of expected daily transmissions based on the nominal average delay (600 s) from five sentinel tags that were collocated with five of the eight receivers in the array. For these five receivers, we calculated the number of detections from the sentinel tags that were not collocated. In other words, detection histories were summarized for receivers that had a collocated sentinel tag by including detections that were only from non-collocated sentinel tags in the array. By not including detections from collocated tag-receiver pairs, the DE was being assessed at meaningful detection distances within the array. Because we were interested in examining ecological responses temporally, the DE was evaluated seasonally using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to evaluate the performance of the receiver.
array. As such, the term “season” was included in the one-way ANOVA to evaluate the seasonality for DE.

Operational tests of a substrate-HT occurred across three distinct testing periods at the CHTTC: (Test 1) 30 July 2014 to 24 August 2014; (Test 2) 9 September 2014 to 12 September 2014; (Test 3) 16 November 2014 to 20 November 2014. The relationship between lake sturgeon and walleye behaviour and HT operations was assessed using fish presence. Fish presence was calculated as the proportion of the tagged individuals detected daily across each testing period. This metric accounted for the variability in the number of fish present in the system over the course of the study periods, since some fish were harvested by anglers over time. Each testing period was preceded by a non-operational period of equal length to allow for balanced comparisons for each turbine status (i.e. turbine status: (1) ON, (2) OFF). Each paired testing and non-testing period was separated by an extended period of time (i.e. 7–59 days) that helped to control for temporal autocorrelation. Lake sturgeon were not included in the modelling here due to low sample sizes on a daily basis (<3 individuals), but rather were described in the results section to explain noteworthy trends. Explanatory variables included average distance from the HT (DST, continuous) and turbine status (ON or OFF). Dam discharge was coded as a fixed categorical factor (DISC) because there were two distinct daily mean dam discharge rates (high: >950 m³s⁻¹; low: <750 m³s⁻¹).

Continuous covariates were centred [i.e. (value - mean)/standard deviation] to help ensure model convergence. Because turbine status was a paired variable (i.e. before and during) with temporal dependency, we included an additional nested variable, turbine operating regime (three before and after periods), as a random effect. The response variable (proportion of total tagged walleye detected in a day) was modelled using a binomial generalized linear mixed-model (GLMM) with restricted maximum-likelihood (REML) estimation (Zuur et al. 2009). Model averaging was performed if ΔAICc was < 2 (Symonds and Moussalli 2011; Barton 2014) with model coefficients being plotted using the “coefplot2” package (Bolker and Yu-Sung 2011). The relative importance (RI) of the predictor variables in the top models was assessed by taking the sum of the RI of the predictor variables in the top models was assessed by taking the sum of the RI of the predictor variables in the top models was assessed by taking the sum of the RI of the predictor variables in the top models was assessed by taking the sum of the RI of the predictor variables in the top models. The terms for month, water temperature and discharge. Several models were hypothesized and compared using second-order AIC (Mazerolle 2015) for fish presence, seasonal residency, movement frequency, and depth use. Each response variable and predictor were first examined for influential observations, collinearity, and relationships between the response and all explanatory variables using a variety of visualization options including Cleveland dotplots, scatterplots, and conditional box and whisker plots. All candidate models were validated by plotting the residuals and testing for overdispersion (i.e. the occurrence of more variance in the data than predicted by a statistical model; Bolker et al. 2009) using methods described by Zuur et al. (2009). Model selection was implemented using Linear Mixed-Modelling (LMM) in the “nlme” package (Pinheiro et al., 2015) and the R statistical software (R core team 2014). Adding random effect of Fish.ID for modelling SRₐ, movement frequency, and depth use as fish were repeatedly sampled. The inclusion of covariance structures to improve residual variance was assessed with the likelihood ratios test. Optimal model
coefficients were fitted with REML and final models were validated using approaches described by Zuur et al. (2009). Descriptive results provide the mean and standard error values in parentheses.

**Results**

The tagged walleye ranged in size from 175 to 724 mm TL, whereas the lake sturgeon ranged from 710 to 1785 mm TL. Throughout the study period, the acoustic receivers recorded 2,680,116 detections, of which 2,255,111 (84%) were retained as valid detections after data filtering. During the study period, two transmitters were returned by recreational anglers. Seven additional walleye were determined to have either died or were harvested by recreational anglers. When investigating the data gathered across a larger telemetry array located between the SSGS and the adjacent downstream facility, MacArthur Falls GS, there was no evidence that any lake sturgeon died during the study period (unpublished data). DE of the VR2W array was similar across all four seasons ($F = 1.55$ df = 1, 3, $P = 0.213$) with an average DE of 0.39 ($\pm 0.02$ SE), or 39%, throughout the monitoring period.

The top models for the fish presence data (where $\Delta$AICc was $< 2$) included discharge (M1), discharge and turbine status (M5), and an interaction between discharge and turbine status (M6, Figure 4, Table 1). These three models differed little in the ability to describe the proportion of walleye at the CHTTC (Table 1). Model averaging identified that discharge was the most important factor in the candidate set (RI = 1.00), followed by turbine status (RI = 0.53) and discharge $\times$ turbine interaction (RI = 0.23; Figure 4). There was a lower proportion of walleye detected in the system when discharge was $\leq$750 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ ($\bar{x} = 0.15 \pm 0.02$) in comparison to when discharge was $\geq$950 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ ($\bar{x} = 0.23 \pm 0.04$). Although an important factor in the top candidate models (Table 1), turbine status posed no significant effect on the proportion of walleye detected in the system based on the regression estimates (Figure 4) and examining the plotted data (Figure 5).

For the SRI, there were two top models generated (where $\Delta$AICc was $< 2$), with each including all respective fixed terms as well as interactions either for season$\times$species or season$\times$fish size (Table 1). The inclusion of a covariance structure for species and season was found to improve residual variance (L-ratio = 252.3, $P < 0.0001$). SRI at the CHTTC was considerably higher for walleye than lake sturgeon during the spring, summer, autumn, but both species were minimally present in the winter season (Figure 6). SRI was similar for walleye and lake sturgeon during the winter season. Overall, residency was greater for walleye (SRI: $\bar{x} = 0.20 \pm 0.02$) than lake sturgeon (SRI: $\bar{x} = 0.06 \pm 0.006$) at the CHTTC during the study period. For walleye, the highest residency occurred in summer (SRI: $\bar{x} = 0.24 \pm 0.3$) and autumn (SRI: $\bar{x} = 0.23 \pm 0.2$), whereas residency was lower in spring (SRI: $\bar{x} = -0.18 \pm 0.16$) and lowest in winter (SRI: $\bar{x} = 0.05 \pm 0.04$). Overall, residency for lake sturgeon was relatively low throughout
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**Figure 4.** Model-averaged regression estimates for the three best models (1. Discharge: Turbine Status; 2. Discharge + Turbine Status; 3. Discharge) for walleye presence (i.e. the proportion of tagged individuals present during operational testing) at the CHTC. The dependent variable is the proportion of fish present at the CHTC for HT testing operations (i.e. turbine status: (1) ON and (2) OFF).
the entire monitoring period at the CHTTC (\(x =0.06 \pm 0.06\); range = 0.01–0.27). Although there was no significant difference in residency for lake sturgeon across the seasons, the SRI was relatively higher during the spring season. A substantial proportion (~50%) of the tagged lake sturgeon returned to the CHTTC between May and June 2015, which coincides with spawn timing and the preferred water temperature for spawning.

The models were improved by allowing the residual variance to be dependent on the “month” term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model no.</th>
<th>Model terms</th>
<th>(K)</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>(\Delta)AICc</th>
<th>wAICc</th>
<th>Cumul.Wt</th>
<th>L-Lik</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Discharge</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>293.53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>–143.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>Discharge + turbine status</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>294.44</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>–142.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>Distance + turbine status</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>294.97</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>–142.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>304.09</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–146.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>304.46</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–149.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Turbine status</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>305.68</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–149.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>Distance + turbine status</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>306.27</td>
<td>12.73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–148.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Model selection statistics from the GLMMs for Fish Presence and the GLMs for SRI, Movement Frequency, and Depth Use on the Winnipeg River, MB. \(K\) is the number of parameters; AICc is the bias-corrected Akaike Information Criterion; \(\Delta\)AICc is the difference in bias-corrected AIC between a given model and the top ranked model; wAICc is the relative weight of the bias-corrected AIC; Cumul.Wt is the cumulative Akaike weights and; L-Lik is the log-likelihood of the models.

**Figure 5.** The proportion of tagged walleye that were residing at the Canadian Hydrokinetic Turbine Testing Centre (Seven Sisters GS tailrace; Winnipeg River, MB) according to turbine status.

---

The entire monitoring period at the CHTTC (\(x =0.06 \pm 0.06\); range = 0.01–0.27). Although there was no significant difference in residency for lake sturgeon across the seasons, the SRI was relatively higher during the spring season. A substantial proportion (~50%) of the tagged lake sturgeon returned to the CHTTC between May and June 2015, which coincides with spawn timing and the preferred water temperature for spawning.

The models were improved by allowing the residual variance to be dependent on the “month” term.
The optimal model for explaining walleye movement frequency included the terms for month, diel period, fish size, and the month–fish size interaction (Table 1). There was no considerable change in movement frequency between day ($\bar{x} = 9.6$ movement events ± 0.8) and night ($\bar{x} = 8.9$ movement events ± 0.7). Walleye moved more frequently during September ($\bar{x} = 10.1$ movement events ± 1.0) and October ($\bar{x} = 12.4$ movement events ± 1.9), while lateral movement through the CHTTC was less frequent in spring and summer months (Figure 7). According to the telemetry data, there were no walleye detected making lateral

movements through the CHTTC between December and March. The detected lake sturgeon were found to make minimal movements at the CHTTC across the monitoring period, with movements apparently only occurring in May ($\bar{x} = 3.8$ movement events ± 0.53) and June ($\bar{x} = 8.9$ movement events ± 3.4), and more frequently during the day ($\bar{x} = 6.12$ movement events ± 1.5) in comparison to night ($\bar{x} = 3.6$ movement events ± 0.5).

The two best fitted models (where $\Delta$AIC<sub>c</sub> was < 2) for explaining depth use included month, diel period, species, and the interaction between species and diel period. The residual variance was improved when

(L-ratio = 17.3, $P = 0.015$). The optimal model for explaining walleye movement frequency included the terms for month, diel period, fish size, and the month–fish size interaction (Table 1). There was no considerable change in movement frequency between day ($\bar{x} = 9.6$ movement events ± 0.8) and night ($\bar{x} = 8.9$ movement events ± 0.7). Walleye moved more frequently during September ($\bar{x} = 10.1$ movement events ± 1.0) and October ($\bar{x} = 12.4$ movement events ± 1.9), while lateral movement through the CHTTC was less frequent in spring and summer months (Figure 7). According to the telemetry data, there were no walleye detected making lateral
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The two best fitted models (where $\Delta$AIC<sub>c</sub> was < 2) for explaining depth use included month, diel period, species, and the interaction between species and diel period. The residual variance was improved when
dependent on the “month” model term (L-ratio = 130.1, P < 0.0001). Walleye were generally found to reside in shallower depths ($\bar{x} = 5.6 \text{ m} \pm 0.17$) than lake sturgeon ($\bar{x} = 10.6 \text{ m} \pm 0.23$). Depth use varied considerably through the calendar months, with walleye moving into greater depths during May (6.9 m ± 0.15) and June ($\bar{x} = 6.7 \text{ m} \pm 0.11$), while residing in relatively shallower depths in August ($\bar{x} = 4.3 \text{ m} \pm 0.10$) and September ($\bar{x} = 5.1 \text{ m} \pm 0.13$). The detected lake sturgeon were found to only generate depth data in May, June, and July, with greatest variation in depth use for lake sturgeon in the month of June (Figure 8). Notably, the tagged lake sturgeon were also found to reside in shallower depths in July ($\bar{x} = 8.9 \text{ m} \pm 0.27$) and deeper in May ($\bar{x} = 11.1 \text{ m} \pm 0.18$). For both species, there was no substantial change in depth selection between diel periods (Figure 9).

**Discussion**

That HTs could interfere with the ecology and behaviour of wild fish residing in areas where operations occur is a concern for fisheries managers (Cada et al. 2006; VanZweiten et al. 2014). The normal operation of a singular substrate-HT located in tailrace environments may not impede habitat use for walleye given that there was no considerable change in fish presence at the CHTTC between turbine operational regimes. The lake sturgeon were minimally present (≤ 3 individuals) during the experimental operations, making
population-level inferences difficult. Moreover, testing operations did not occur during the lake sturgeon spawning period when a notable proportion (50%) of the tagged fish were detected at the CHTTC. With operations occurring outside of the period when lake sturgeon are known to occupy the testing area, we are unable to draw inferences about behaviour and ecology in relation to HT operations. As noted earlier, the DE was found to be 0.39 (39%), meaning that over half of the potential detections may not have been recorded by the receiver array when a tagged fish was residing within the local vicinity. This could lead to underestimates in results presented here for evaluating the threat of HTs in relation to the residency, movement, and depth use. This may have been more of an issue for the lake sturgeon since they are demersal and resided deeper in the water column where detections could have been missed by line of sight issues or attenuation of the acoustic transmission due to turbulence and entrained air. However, the proportion of recorded detections from the sentinel tags was statistically similar between the seasons of the study period indicating that it was appropriate to compare the data temporally.

The number of walleye residing in proximity of the HT was related to discharge rates from the SSGS powerhouse, with more fish residing at the CHTTC when discharge was > 950 m$^3$/s. The relationship between discharge and walleye behaviour has been documented in relation to hydropower operations in previous work. For example, Murchie and Smokorowski (2004) found that peak activity for walleye could potentially be related to discharge from hydropower facilities. Refugia may become inundated and cause walleye to relocate to new holding locations. Additionally, DiStefano and Hiebert (2000) found a positive rheotactic response from walleye in the tailwaters of a peaking generating station when water was released during the spawning season (4 March–24 April). Dam operators should consider the flow rate prior to adjusting operation schedules as this variable can either elevate or reduce the risk of exposure of wild fishes to HT devices depending on the season. Greater numbers of walleye were attracted to tailraces during periods of high flow, particularly during the spawning period in the spring, which could place them at greater risk from HT exposure.

**Ecological risk**

For lake sturgeon, the residency index was low across all seasons. However, seasonal residency was higher in the spring, which coincides with a brief period in late-May and early-June when a large proportion (55%) of individuals were detected at the CHTTC. This coincides with the spawning season that commonly occurs between late-April and early-June throughout their geographical range, which has been correlated to water temperature and discharge rates in previous studies (Peterson et al. 2007; Forsythe et al. 2012). Several individuals were detected at the CHTTC in May and June when water temperatures ranged between 9.8 and 16°C. From this finding here and previous work, HT operation schedules should be adjusted (e.g. number of HTs operating, reduce maintenance activities) in relation to seasonality and water temperature. In this instance, some of the lake sturgeon moved into the SSGS tailrace briefly in the spring season as the water temperature approached the optimal for spawning, then immediately moved downstream away from the CHTTC.

The results show depth variation and increased movement for lake sturgeon at the CHTTC during May and June 2014. During the spawning period, the lake sturgeon rapidly change depths and moved frequently throughout the CHTTC in the month of June. As water temperatures range between 6 and 16°C, lake sturgeon demonstrate porpoising behaviour with the approaching spawning period (Bruch and Binkowski 2002). Also, male adults are known to search for ovulating females at the spawning grounds (Bruch and Binkowski 2002), which may explain the varied depth-use and movement behaviour during the months of May and June. When residing at the CHTTC, Lake sturgeon frequent depths where HTs and anchoring structures are positioned (i.e. ≥ 6.5 m). Adjusting operations and maintenance activities during this time of the year could be beneficial to lake sturgeon to reduce the risk of deleterious harm or altering natural spawning behaviours of lake sturgeon. However, lake sturgeon would be at lower risk in the summer, autumn and winter months as tagged individuals minimally utilized or moved throughout the habitat at the CHTTC during these seasons.

The tagged walleye utilized habitat at the CHTTC considerably more than lake sturgeon throughout the study period. Walleye are known to have fidelity below hydropower facilities (McConville and Fossum1981; Murchie and Smokorowski 2004) and to make minimal movements downstream from hydropower stations. The detected walleye are likely utilizing the SSGS tailrace to forage in the open-water season due to the swift conditions. The SSGS powerhouse restricts any further upstream movement, and provides an environment to opportunistically feed on entrained fishes passed through the SSGS powerhouse. Based on the seasonal residency findings, the walleye population may be more likely to be at risk of HT impacts (i.e. blade strike, EM field, chemical leaking; Yuce and Muratoglu 2015) throughout the summer, and autumn, while at lower risk in spring and winter seasons. The walleye would likely move downstream in search of deeper, slower refugia when discharge and water temperatures are reduced and become sub-
optimal for foraging (i.e. \( \leq 5^\circ \) Celsius; Paragamian 1989) with the progression of winter. Across the monitoring period, walleye moved more frequently within the CHTTC compared to lake sturgeon. Movement frequency was elevated during September and October in the area where the HT was tested. This is similar with previous studies that have shown that walleye movement can be elevated in the autumn season (Schupp 1972; Holt et al. 1977). Although there was a small proportion of walleye residing at the CHTTC during the winter season, lateral movements were not documented here between December 2014 and March 2015. This trend in greater movement in the summer and autumn months and lower in the winter and spring is likely related to water temperature (Holt et al. 1977; Paragamian 1989), foraging behaviour (Bozek et al. 2011), and/or discharge (DiStefano and Hiebert 2000).

Movement frequency did not change according to diel period for the walleye detected at the CHTTC. This is a variable for which the literature is inconsistent, with some studies finding no differences in movement (Ager 1976; Holt et al. 1977) and others finding greater movement frequency during the nocturnal period (Prophet et al. 1989; DiStefano and Hiebert 2000). This is likely because walleye are a photobic species (Ryder 1977; Einfalt et al. 2012). However, differences in movement between diel periods can be confounded by environmental parameters that change ambient light conditions, such as water clarity and depth availability (Ryder 1977; DiStefano and Hiebert 2000). Water passing through the CHTTC is swift (i.e. \( \geq 2 \text{ m s}^{-1} \)), which may have resulted in similar movement frequency between day and night periods as walleye generally employ a “sit-and-wait” tactic for capturing prey rather than actively searching in swift conditions.

Although walleye frequently move and reside at the CHTTC across the summer and autumn seasons, the average depth-use (\( \bar{D}_{x} = 5.6 \text{ m} \)) was not within the range where the HT and anchoring structures were positioned (\( \geq 6.5 \text{ m} \)). In addition, there were no depth detections throughout December to March, which corresponds with their lower residency rate and lack of movements during this period. However, walleye do occasionally utilize depths where the substrate HT was positioned, particularly in the months of May (\( \bar{D}_{x} = 6.9 \text{ m} \)), June (\( \bar{D}_{x} = 6.7 \text{ m} \)), October (\( \bar{D}_{x} = 6.4 \text{ m} \)), and November (\( \bar{D}_{x} = 6.7 \text{ m} \)). These months were also characterized by high rates of movement and residency. Walleye are likely at greater risk from substrate-HTs and anchoring structures during these months when considering residency, movement frequency, and depth use collectively. Overall, entrainment, blade strike, ambient noise and EMF likely have a negligible threat to walleye in the presence of a singular HT that is substrate-anchored in tailrace environments within Canadian boreal Shield watersheds. However, the threat to walleye and lake sturgeon from substrate-HTs may depend on the turbidity, bathymetry, and hydrodynamics found in tailrace environments, which could influence habitat utilization of the populations within these systems.

**Management implications**

There are challenges and limitations with using acoustic telemetry technology for HT research in swift and noisy environments (Thorstad et al. 2000, 2013; Cooke et al. 2012). Although aquatic telemetry provides opportunities to investigate the spatiotemporal movement and behaviour of fishes (Hussey et al. 2015), its use in performing biological assessments relative to hydopower operations can be limited by environmental and biological factors. The acoustic transmitter transmission signal is attenuated and refracted as it passes through water (Kessel et al. 2013). When used around hydropower operations, the DE of acoustic hydrophones can be hampered by entrained air, noise, turbulent water (Thorstad et al. 2000), as well as by the biology of the species being studied (Cooke et al. 2012). As indicated in the results, the DE of the acoustic array was 0.39, or 39%. This may have hampered our ability to record tagged fish using the area where the HTs were undergoing operational tests, thus underestimating entrainment risk. Alternatively, researchers may use VHF radio telemetry to track the movement of fishes around hydropower developments, such as to investigate dam passage and fishway usage (Gowans et al. 1999; Suzuki et al. 2016). In these turbulent environments, radio telemetry is advantageous as the transmissions typically have a longer range because the signal is propagated through air to a fixed or mobile receiving station, although greater water depth does restrict range (Thorstad et al. 2013). As such, the radio transmissions are less likely to be disrupted in rocky and turbulent riverine environments compared with acoustic telemetry (Cooke et al. 2012; Cooke and Thorstad 2012). It is important to note, however, that there are a number of recent developments (different coding schemes, different frequencies) in the acoustic telemetry realm that may be better suited to HT investigation. Nevertheless, high-resolution studies that look at direct interactions of fishes with HTs may not be appropriate using telemetry technology due to “observer” errors such as large detection ranges and transmission interference in noisy, rocky, and deep-water environments, whether using radio or acoustic telemetry. Instead other tools have proven to be appropriate for evaluating fishes in close vicinity of HTs during field testing such as action cameras (Hammar et al. 2013) and sonar imagery (Viehman and Zydeski 2015). These tools have been used to directly identify turbine entrainment frequency and behavioural alteration for wild fishes relative to HT operations.
Ultimately, the questions and environmental context of the research should determine which tools and techniques are appropriate.

The tested HT at the CHTTC is representative of commercial-level operations. As such, this study will help to guide best management practices for commercial operations for in-stream hydrokinetic projects that are expected at existing hydropower stations. Riverine hydrokinetic devices installed at existing hydropower stations will likely be deployed as arrays that include multiple HT devices operated in series. In this study, we investigated a single substrate-mounted HT. However, there are current proposals for commercial hydrokinetic energy projects consisting of several dozen devices in a river system (Schweizer et al. 2011; Seitz et al. 2011). The behavioural responses from wild fishes would likely be related to the HT array size, as well as, the quantity of ambient turbulence, noise, and EMF that is generated. Additionally, the risk of blade strike is directly proportional to the size of fishes and the density of HTs installed (Cada et al. 2011). HT operators need to consider the entire fish community and how they may be affected by operations, particularly if there are rheotactic and migratory species present. Furthermore, the consideration of using several small or a single large turbine to meet operational demands need to be investigated in relation to ecology and behaviour of wild fishes.

As indicated here and in marine HT assessments (Hammar et al. 2013), singular HTs are not likely hazardous to wild fishes (NAI 2009; EPRI 2011b). However, environmental managers should use the precautionary approach before and during full-scale operations for HTs in rivers. The local ecology of native fauna and the environmental context should be key considerations with the installation of riverine-HT arrays (Viehman and Zydleski 2015). Various species and life stages should also be addressed when investigating potential impacts of HTs (Castro-Santos and Haro 2015). While operational schedules may not be flexible for commercial-scale operations, energy companies can minimize scheduled maintenance and pre-commercial testing activities during periods when fish are most likely to be present at the testing site. Similar to conventional hydropower stations, research efforts could be directed at assessing deterrent and monitoring systems designed for HT devices. Such devices may reduce the risk of entrainment by deterring fish from passing through the turbines. Further research is warranted to continue investigating HTs within tailraces for other species, across seasons, and with different anchoring systems (e.g. substrate-, barge-anchored).

This research provides important insights into the spatial ecology of wild fish where riverine HTs are operational as a means to guide the HT operational in similar systems where lake sturgeon, walleye, and other species with similar life histories may reside.
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